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Executive Summary

Members will recall the adoption of the council's Improvement and Accountability Framework
(IAF) was approved at Committee in March 2017 to address the need to Re−examine How
We Measure Success. An update on development of the IAF is provided to the Audit and
Scrutiny Panel in a separate report; this includes an outline of work undertaken to date to
establish a foundation from which to be able to measure success and assess how well the
council is performing against its priorities and stated intentions.

To help address the question How Are We Actually Performing?, the annual performance
report has been re−designed and the initial draft (containing a range of performance
information in supporting appendices) is presented to the Panel in this report. This aims to
enable the Corporate Management Team (CMT) and Elected Members to undertake their
own assessment in this respect. Further analysis and interpretation has been undertaken to
provide readers with the salient points of note and also prompts for consideration, and/or
action. Members should be aware that the information contained within the appendices is
due to be reviewed by CMT as part of their Best Value self−evaluation validation exercise.
Further refinement is therefore still to be undertaken on the content and presentation of the
2016/17 performance information; in the meantime this is an opportunity for Members of the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel to have oversight of the working draft.

The new Statutory Direction (for Public Performance Reporting) is aligned to the new
approach to auditing Best Value and has more of a focus on improvement and outcomes.
For this reason, this report is structured in line with the five parts of the Direction in order to
identify gaps and potential areas for improvement, either in reporting arrangements or
service delivery.

Conclusions reached upon carrying out the analysis required to inform the content of this
report suggest the council is performing well. However, the pace of change is hard to assess
and more evidence of impact and effectiveness is required to supplement the assessment. It
is also considered that the focus on reporting improvements, as well as results, needs to be
strengthened if the council is to be able to fully demonstrate that Best Value is being
achieved for the people and communities of North Lanarkshire. The Extended CMT are
conducting their own assessment of performance for 2016/17 and findings are being
integrated with their Best Value self−evaluation validation session.

Recommendations



It is recommended that the Audit and Scrutiny Panel:
(1) Note the performance information presented in this report to inform an initial

assessment of How Are We Actually Performing?
(2) Note the prompts marked as Considerations for CMT provided in Boxes A, B, C, D, and

E in the body of the report, and identify any further considerations for CMT to include in
their forthcoming self−evaluation validation exercise, and

(3) Review the performance information presented in this report and form their own
judgement in terms of How Are We Actually Performing?

Supporting Documents
Council business Ensure the council operates in a manner consistent with good
plan to 2020 governance and best value
Appendix 1:
Appendix 2:
Appendix 3:

Appendix 4a:

Appendix 4b:

Background

Achievement of Best Value: performance in improving local outcomes
Achievement of Best Value: performance in improving local services
Achievement of Best Value: engaging with and responding to local
communities
Performance in accordance with the Local Government Benchmarking
Framework (LGBF)
LGBF: Events programmes 2017/18

1.1 Members will recall the council's Improvement and Accountability Framework was
approved at Policy and Resources Committee in March 2017, for implementation from
April 2017. As previously noted, this framework was developed in line with the new
approach to auditing Best Value, the 2016 CIPFA Good Governance Framework, and
the 2016 Statutory Direction for Public Performance Reporting (PPR).

1.2 As such, arrangements for the Reporting element of the Improvement and
Accountability Framework aim to address a number of principles in these new
approaches, as summarised in Table 1 below.

The new approach to Good Governance Public Performance Reporting (PPR)
auditing Best Value
• Being able to demonstrate Ensuring that: Achievement of Best Value

the pace, depth, and • Performance SPI 1: Each council will report a range
continuity of improvement management facilitates of information setting out:

• Being able to evidence effective/efficient delivery (a) Its performance in improving local
impact, especially at of planned services, outcomes (including with partners).
service delivery and • There is a culture and (b) Its performance in improving local
outcomes levels, structure for scrutiny as a public services (including with

• Ensuring a focus on key part of accountable partners).
effectiveness of decision making, policy (c) Its performance in engaging with
processes, not processes making, and review communities and service users, and
themselves. processes. responding to their views and

• No compromise on the • There is accountability concerns.
importance of good that is not only concerned (d) Its performance in achieving Best
governance, including the with reporting on actions Value, including use of performance
need for effective scrutiny completed, but also benchmarking, options appraisal,
(by management, ensures that stakeholders and resources.
members, and the public) are able to understand Local Government Benchmarking
with appropriate checks and respond as the Framework
and balances and organisation plans and SPI 2:
balanced/credible carries out its activities in (e) Each council will report its
performance reporting. a transparent manner. performance in accordance with the

Local Government Benchmarking
Framework.

Table 1



1.3 The performance Reporting element also aims to support the Best Value: 2017Self−evaluation
exercise, as Members will recall that the new approach to auditing Best

Value will have a clear focus on improvement and outcomes, and service user's
experiences. It is also reported that audit work will consider the effectiveness of a
council's approach to self−evaluation, its improvement plans, supporting performance
management and review activity, and leadership of improvement.

1.4 There are also expectations around outcome reporting in terms of the new Best Value
Assurance Reports (BVARs). Statutory requirements in this respect are summarised
below against the relevant Best Value characteristic:

7. Sustainable development − consideration of social, economic and environmental
impacts of activities and decisions ... shorter and the longer term.

2. Responsiveness and consultation − responsiveness to the needs of its
communities, citizens, customers, employees and other stakeholders ... plans,
priorities and actions informed by an understanding of those needs.

10. Accountability− the use of public performance reporting.

In undertaking work to inform each council's BVAR, auditors are considering:

• What progress has the council made in improving local outcomes?
• How sustainable are improvements to local outcomes?
• How well are council services performing?
• Based on findings in the above tests, what are the conclusions about the pace and

depth of improvements made in this area by the council?

1.5 The council's annual performance report for 2015/16 closed off reporting against the
previous corporate themes. The report also highlighted the range of work undertaken
by the council in conjunction with the Community Planning Partnership (CPP).

1.6 The introduction of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 has resulted in
changes to CPP arrangements in North Lanarkshire. This Act, inter alia, requires
councils to involve communities in the design and delivery of public services, and to
build community capacity to give people the skills and confidence they need to become
involved. This has provided an opportunity in terms of improving community planning
and ensuring local service providers work more closely with communities to meet the
needs of the people who use services.

1.7 As a result, the council has developed a Local Outcome Improvement Plan (LOIP) to
replace the Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan in outlining the agreed
partnership priorities and approaches for North Lanarkshire. As development work for
the LOIP includes a supporting resource and implementation plan and options to
ensure appropriate governance, it is expected that this also includes appropriate
performance monitoring and reporting arrangements. For this reason performance of
the CPP, as such, is not contained within this report; although performance reported for
many service areas is the result of partnership working with a range of external bodies.

1.8 In moving away from individual service plans to the corporate Business Plan, it was
recognised there was a need to ensure the council continued to meet its duties in
relation to Best Value, Good Governance, and PPR. It was also important to consider
the need for services to continue to collect and report performance information that is
operationally valuable. For this reason, an interim set of performance indicators and
targets were agreed (at CMT and Policy and Resources Committee) for 2016/17 that
services would continue to monitor and report as the new business planning approach
was being developed and rolled out. The interim set is available to view at:
https:Hmars.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/egenda/images/att83803.pdf



1 .9 In the meantime, regular challenge and scrutiny of real time performance information
took place throughout 2016/17 through the former Scrutiny Panel. Using the interim
set of performance indicators as the foundation for the reviews, this work also involved
discussions to ensure alignment with the Business Plan priorities going forward and
ensured that improvement actions identified were aligned to future requirements. The
Panel's work programme for 2016/17 involved a review of all service areas within each
Assistant Chief Executive's remit. This programme of performance assessment was
acknowledged in the external auditor's annual report, published in September 2017.

1 .10 Services have also ensured ongoing challenge and scrutiny with Elected Members
through a range of performance reports to service committees throughout the year.

2. How Are We Actually Performing? − 2016/17 results

2.1 Members will recall the council's new Business Plan to 2020 was approved at Policy
and Resources Committee in December 2016. This is presented as the high level
programme of work designed to facilitate a corporate approach to the delivery of the
council's five priorities in order to achieve improved outcomes for the people and
communities of North Lanarkshire.

2.2 Ideally this report should enable an assessment of how well the council has performed
over the last year and how effective it has been in delivering against its stated
intentions in order to improve outcomes. However, discussions at CMT during 2016
identified that 2016/17 was an interim year without either the service plans of the past
or the 2017/20 Business Plan of the future. As such there are, in theory, no stated
intentions to report against for 2016/17.

2.3 For this reason, the performance information presented to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel
in this report and accompanying appendices attempts to join together the past, present,
and future to allow an informed assessment to address the question, How Are We
Actually Performing? For ease of reading, and to begin to align performance reporting
with the new approach to auditing Best Value, this report is structured in accordance
with the five parts of the Statutory Direction (i.e. items (a) to (e) in Table 1).

2.4 As Members are aware, all councils are legally required to ensure that their
performance reporting arrangements comply with the Accounts Commission's Statutory
Direction. A new three year Direction was introduced in December 2016; this:

Outlines a longer−term statutory performance information Direction (i.e. covering
reporting for 2016/17, 2017/18, and 2018/19)
Reflects the increasing maturity of, and the Accounts Commission's ongoing support
for the further development of the LGBF within the Direction.
Incorporates the assessment of councils' approaches to PPR as an integral element
of the new approach to auditing Best Value.

2.5 The Direction has an emphasis on councils taking responsibility and producing their
own set of performance information for reporting. While this means that councils have
a greater degree of flexibility to develop their own arrangements, there is still a
requirement to report a range of performance information, sufficient to demonstrate the
council is securing Best Value, in relation to various aspects of performance.

2.6 In line with the principles of the Analysis and Interpretation element of the Improvement
and Accountability Framework, additional work has been undertaken to provide readers
with the salient points of note. A summary to address the question, How Are We



Actually Performing?, is set out in Boxes A to E in paragraphs 2.7 to 2.11. This has
provided the CMT with some prompts for consideration, and/or action, and Members of
the Audit and Scrutiny Panel are asked to identify any further considerations for CMT.

2.7 Achievement of Best Value:
Performance in improving local outcomes (see Appendix 1)

2.7.1 As noted in paragraph 2.1, the programme of work in the Business Plan aims to
improve outcomes for the people and communities of North Lanarkshire.

In theory, an outcome relates to changes resulting from a specific service or
intervention. In practice, outcomes are hard to measure and often need to be
considered at three levels (i.e. population, programme, and individual). There is also a
need to understand how inputs, outputs and associated processes contribute to
achieving an outcome.

Measuring effectiveness, i.e. whether outputs of a particular programme lead to desired
outcomes, is particularly important (and also challenging) as there are often lots of
influences, particularly external to the council, which can affect outcomes. There is
also a time lag between planning and delivering, and outputs and outcomes, which can
make it harder to assess progress and effectiveness on a regular short−term basis.

2.7.2 The challenge for the council is to develop a reporting framework that achieves a
balance between being able to demonstrate effective use of resources in theshort−term,

with reporting on improved outcomes that by their nature can often be more
longer term, while at the same time ensuring appropriate governance arrangements
that facilitate effective and ongoing challenge and scrutiny of performance. This work
is being progressed as part of the next stage in development of the Improvement and
Accountability Framework.

2.7.3 One way of reporting outcomes is to use a group of measures that collectively provide
an overview of performance. For this reason, the Core CMT recommended adopting a
set of high level health check indicators to enable an ongoing and consistent
assessment of the impact of the council's programme of work on the people and
communities of North Lanarkshire. Appendix 1 therefore provides an overview of
performance against the five priorities, and contains:

• High level health check indicators − Latest results (where available) are shown for
each indicator (in tables 2 to 6). A baseline is included to assess progress and
improvement over time. 2010/11 has been used as the baseline (where information
is available) as this enables an assessment that both crosses political terms and
precedes the latest financial challenges.

• Performance achieved through the 2016117 programme of work − A snapshot of
performance follows thereafter. This information has been compiled from a range of
readily available information already provided by services, i.e. quarterly performance
snapshots, committee reports, CMT reports, Team Talk, and news articles on the
web. While looking back over 2016/17, this information also attempts to look
forward and begin alignment with the Business Plan / Road Maps for 2017/18.

• Things to watch − The subsequent interpretative text provides added insight gained
from environmental scanning work. This has been included to enable consideration
of local information within the wider / national context and to highlight any
implications this may have on North Lanarkshire and the council.

• Priorities for the forthcoming year − Once the CMT exercise to finalise corporate
planning and performance responsibilities, priorities will be added from the Business
Plan / Road Maps to enable CMT to assess current performance against future
plans to ensure priorities and resources continue to be aligned appropriately.



How Are We Actually Performing?
BOXA

Improve economic opportunities and outcomes
• The health check indicators suggest North Lanarkshire's economy is improving at a

slightly faster rate than Scotland. However, local research suggests challenges will
continue despite the decrease in unemployment and there are a number of external
influences on this priority which are outwith the council's control, e.g. EU funding and
changes to benefits which will impact on residents and council services.

• Independent forecasts vary with one suggesting the Scottish economy continues to
remain in a precarious position and projections suggest low growth, weak investment, and
fragile confidence − while another details a more confident picture and projects that
despite challenges in some areas of the economy, overall growth should remain resilient.

Support all children to realise their full potential
• The introduction of the Scottish Attainment Challenge provides a focus in terms of

targeting resources on narrowing the poverty related attainment gap in areas of higher
deprivation (as defined by the SIMD). Much work has been undertaken to develop
arrangements in both primary and secondary schools and the impact can be seen in new
approaches that have been implemented and initial results reported. Progress in
narrowing the attainment gap is likely to be able to evidenced more in the longer−term.

• Over the year, Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire have undertaken work to review
health and social work services provided for children and young people and contributed to
the development of the multi−agency Children's Services Plan 2017−20. As part of this
work the Children's Services Partnership has identified four priorities for the next 12
months; it is expected that progress against these will be evident in future reports.

Improve the health and care of communities
• Following the integration of Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire the focus has

mainly been on developing a comprehensive governance, planning, and delivery
framework. Moving forward, stakeholders will expect to see the progress made in
integrating services and improving service delivery and get results that demonstrate the
impact of this on the people and communities of North Lanarkshire.

Improve relationships with communities and the third sector
• Feedback from North Lanarkshire's residents, in terms of customer satisfaction across a

range of front line services, remains relatively positive.
• A wide range of activities are in place to address the health, safety, leisure, wellbeing, and

development of communities and individuals. It will be interesting to review future
performance results to assess the effectiveness of these activities and the extent to which
resources expended in these areas are having a positive impact.

Improve the council's resource base
• The workforce development plan is in its final stages of development and this will have an

important role to play in terms of developing the employee resources to ensure
appropriate skills, capabilities, and capacity in order to deliver on the council's priorities in
the future.

Considerations for CMT

This report is the first step towards being able to report how well the council is performing and
how effective it has been in improving outcomes.

CMT are asked to review the information in Appendix 1 and consider the following two
questions from two perspectives (i) changes required now to fulfil 2016/17 reporting
requirements, and (ii) work required to supplement further development of the
Improvement and Accountability Framework and inform the strategic Business Plan
review scheduled for early in 2018.

(i) Do the set of high level health check indicators for each priority provide an
informed overview of the position within North Lanarkshire? Are there any gaps in



terms of measures and/or data?
(ii) Does the information outlining achievements through the 2016/17 programme of

work provide adequate representation of the extent of services and activities
delivered by the council over the last year?

2.8 Achievement of Best Value:
Performance in improving local public services (see Appendix 2)

2.8.1 As noted in paragraph 2.2, an interim set of service performance indicators and targets
were agreed for 2016/17. Results for each of these indicators are available to view on
Connect (at http://connect/iaf_Plresults). This includes a baseline to assess progress.
Again, 2010/11 (or the earliest available) has been used as the baseline, for the
reasons outlined in paragraph 2.7.3.

How Are We Actually Performing?
BOXResults

over time
• 77% of indicators have improved, remained consistent, or had movement within a

tolerance of +/−% from the baseline year. 23% of indicators have declined.
Performance against target
• 75.6% of indicators are either on target or above target (i.e. with a green or blue RAG

status), with 24.4% below target (i.e. with a red RAG status)
Further analysis
• Of those where performance has declined over the period, 28 indicators are below target

(i.e. with a red RAG status).

Considerations for CMT

These indicators have traditionally been the set used by CMI to assess the performance of
the council's services. Some will still have value operationally and it should be noted that
there is still a statutory requirement to report on improving local public services.

In the accompanying report, Improvement and Accountability Framework − update,
CMT have been asked to review the set of corporate planning and performance
responsibilities to ensure they are still fit for purpose for 2017/18 reporting. These
interim indicators are included in this set of responsibilities. To ensure the council is
able to meet statutory public performance reporting requirements moving forward,
CMT are also asked to review this list and identify those suitable for PPR moving
forward.

2.9 Achievement of Best Value:
Engaging with and responding to local communities (see Appendix 3)

2.9.1 Members will recall that the national two stage Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP)
came into effect in April 2013:

• Stage one − is classed as frontline resolution which seeks to resolve complaints at
the initial point of contact, or as close to the point of service delivery, as possible.

• Stage two − for complaints unable to be resolved at the frontline or for those that are
complex, sensitive, or serious and require more detailed investigation.

2.9.2 The two stage CHP is operational across all council services. Social work (who, due to
legislation, previously operated the previous three stage process) have now
implemented the two stage process from April 2017.



The new approach to auditing Best Value has a focus on effectiveness of processes
(not just processes themselves) and, as such, simply ensuring compliance with the
CHIP is not an appropriate gauge of effectiveness. For this reason the following
analysis has been carried out over time (i.e. from 2013/14 to 2016/17) to assess
effectiveness in complaints handling as well as the extent of changes made as a result
of learning from complaints.

Salient points are noted below; further details are in available to view in Appendix 3.
Detailed spreadsheets are available to view on Connect
(at http://connect/iaf_complaintsresults).

How Are We Actually Performing?
BOXVolume

• In 2016/17, the council dealt with 1,622 complaints at stage one, and handled 150 at
stage two. This reflects a 48% increase in stage one complaints and a 38% increase in
stage two from 2013/14.

• The aim of the CHP is to resolve as many complaints as possible at the initial point of
contact or as close to this as possible; this ratio has remained relatively unchanged over
the period, with 9 out of 10 complaints being dealt with at the initial point of contact.

• This means that less than 10% of complaints are processed at stage two, on average 2%
of these are due to their complex nature and the need for more time to carry out detailed
investigations, while 8% are appeals when the complainant has come back to say they
are dissatisfied with the outcome of their initial complaint and wish to re−open the matter.
This suggests a level of efficiency in dealing with complaints in the first instance.

Outcome of complaint
• 51% (834 out of 1,622 complaints) of stage one complaints were upheld or partially

upheld, with 49% (788 out of 1,622) not upheld.
• 39% (58 out of 150 complaints) of stage two complaints were upheld or partially upheld,

with 61% (92 out of 150) not upheld.
• As more than half (51%) of all complaints resolved in the first instance (i.e. at stage one)

are upheld or partially upheld but an even larger proportion (61%) are not upheld after
further investigation at stage two, this suggests a level of effectiveness in ensuring an
accurate and full response is provided the first time. However, this assessment is based
on the handling of the complaint, not the quality of the response.

• While complaints upheld or partially upheld have decreased over time, there is still a
substantial volume (almost 900 in 2016/17) where the council is admitting fault, or partial
fault to a particular issue. There could be various reasons for this, but one could be that
complaints of the same nature are recurring and underlying problems are not being fully
addressed in order to prevent reoccurrence.

• A number of complaints are still being converted to a request for service (263). Latest
figures show this can mainly be attributed to land management, housing repairs, and
housing operations. While signposting has been set up on the council's website to enable
the public to direct their request through the appropriate channels, there is perhaps more
needs to be done to avoid double handling these enquiries.

Response time
• Response times for handling complaints continues to improve and, on average, this is less

than 5 days for stage one, and just under 16 days for stage two. These timescales are
well within those required by the CHP (5 and 20 days respectively).

• 85% of stage one complaints were responded to on time. Analysis shows little evidence
of improvement over time in the timeliness of complaints handling. Although the volume
of complaints has increased, it is considered there should still be some improvement in
response time as staff become more accustomed to dealing with complaints as the CHP
becomes more embedded. In addition, with an average response time of less than 5
days, this suggests there are a number of outliers where response times have been
significantly higher than average and these perhaps need to be reviewed to ensure best
use of resources in handling more time intensive complaints.



• 96% of stage two complaints were responded to on time; this is a considerable
improvement over time and only 6 (out of 150) complaints are now not responded to on
time.

Top 5 service areas for complaints
• During the last year 1,772 complaints were dealt with at stage one and two:

− 33% of these relate to waste management
− 16% relate to matters in schools
− 12% relate to housing repairs, 15% housing operations, and 9% housing capital

programmes
− 4% relate to revenue services
− the remaining 11% covers complaints about other service areas including roads,

environmental health, trading standards, and countryside and landscape.
• Comparing the volume of complaints to the volume of service provided enables these

results to be considered in a more appropriate context, for example:
− complaints for housing repairs account for only 0.15% of the 137,318 repairs

undertaken
− waste management complaints equate to less than 0.01% of the 16.1m bin collections

undertaken each year.

Top 5 reasons for complaints
• Top five reasons for stage one remains relatively unchanged over the period:

− quality of service 64% − 1,036 complaints in 2016/17
− policy/procedure 11% − 172 complaints
− employee behaviour 7% − 110 complaints
− service failure 5% − 75 complaints
− waiting times/missed appointments 3% − 53 complaints
Key points of note are that the volume of complaints regarding quality of service has not
decreased over the years, it has increased, with complaints for employee behaviour and
service failure also increasing but at a lesser rate.

• Top reasons for stage two also remains relatively unchanged from previous years:
− quality of service 5l% −76 complaints in 2016/17
− service failure 13% − 20 complaints
− policy/procedure 13% − 19 complaints
The volume of complaints in this particular analysis is relatively small and as such no
significant issues are noted in any specific service area regarding a large number of
complaints being adversely upheld or partially upheld in any particular category.

Improvements
• Over the period 35 changes or improvements have been made to ways of working to

ensure complaints of that nature do not recur (these are available to view on the council's
website at http://www.northianarkshire.gov.uk/index.aspx?articleid=31316. This equates to
approx. one improvement for every 200 complaints received.

Compliments and comments
• Compliments and comments play a role in improving service delivery as well as

complaints; 293 compliments were received in 2016/17, a significant decrease from
previous years.

• Of particular note is the drop in compliments recorded for registration services and the
corresponding increase of negative comments regarding this service.

Considerations for CMT

Traditional complaints summaries provide an overview in terms of effectiveness in handling
complaints. However, complaints are a valuable source of information about services which
help to identify recurring or underlying problems and potential areas for improvement.

The analysis in terms of the volume, outcome, and nature of complaints shows some
evidence of change over time in terms of complaints handling, but learning from
complaints to inform improvements does not seem as widespread as it could be. CMT
are asked to review complaints information from a coiporate perspçtive and consider



if there is scope to improve the council's use of this information to inform
Improvement.

A range of customer satisfaction measures for service specific areas is available to
supplement the analysis in Appendix 2. However, this part of the Statutory Direction is not
simply about asking for feedback and/or measuring customer satisfaction. It requires
councils to demonstrate action as a result of that engagement.

While consultation was undertaken with the public in January 2017 regarding the
Business Plan priorities, and engagement is ongoing regarding new approaches to
services, (e.g. waste collection and new build schools), information that demonstrates
action as a result of public feedback is not so readily available.

As Responsiveness and Consultation is one of the 10 Best Value characteristics, CMT
are asked to agree to carry forward this information to include as evidence in the Best
Value: 2017 self−evaluation exercise and review the corporate approach to customer
satisfaction or customer engagement processes.

2.10 Achievement of Best Value:
Performance in achieving Best Value, including use of performance
benchmarking and options appraisal, and use of resources.

How Are We Actually Performing?
BOXWork

underway to carry out the desktop self−evaluation exercises against the 10 Best Value
characteristics crosses over with two aspects of this part of the Statutory Direction, as Sound
management of resources and Use of review and options appraisal are two of the 10
characteristics.

In terms of benchmarking, this report outlines the council's performance against the
measures in the Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) as this carries a
statutory requirement. Comparisons are made to the national average and family group
average to enable the council's results to be considered in the appropriate context.

However, a wide range of benchmarks are available across the council and used to compare
performance and inform service delivery. This information has also been provided (upon
request) to Elected Members during the real time scrutiny reviews and, more recently, used
to supplement the sounding board budget strategy approach.

Considerations for CMT

With benchmarking information not readily available, a full picture of performance is not
always able to be provided to meet the council's performance reporting requirements and
fully inform decision making processes.

In addition, benchmarking should not be all about the results. Measures provide benchmarks
that act as can openers to aid discussions and further work with other councils to share
practice and learn. In theory, the benchmarking information in this report should focus on the
improvements made as a result of cross council working, as opposed to the results.

Due to the alignment of PPR within the new approach to auditing Best Value, CMT are
asked to agree to the use of the performance information within this report to
supplement the results arising from the Best Value: 2017 self−evaluation.

CMT are also asked to consider the council's approach to benchmarking as a tool to
supplement reporting and improvement, and consider if there is scope to improve the
council's approach in this respect.



2.11 Local Government Benchmarking Framework (Appendix 4)

2.11.1 The Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) project was developed by
the Improvement Service at the request of the Society of Local Authority Chief
Executive's and Senior Managers (SOLACE). This framework comprises a suite of
high level benchmarks which are comparable across all 32 councils in Scotland.

2.11 .2 The benchmarks are intended to act as can openers to provide initial information
about a service. The intention is that undertaking benchmarking activity with other
councils will help councils and their services:

• better understand why they achieve their current performance levels
• build understanding of where council performance varies
• build understanding of why performance variation occurs
• help to identify and share good practice across councils
• help to improve services

2.11.3 As high level benchmarks, the suite of indicators does not represent all council
services and covers only major service areas that are categorised as follows:

• children's services
• corporate services
• adult social care services
• culture and leisure services

environmental services
housing services
economic development

Within these service areas, benchmarks cover costs, performance/achievement, and
customer satisfaction to enable an assessment of performance in the round.

2.11 .4 Analysis can be carried out in various different ways; but as benchmarking for
improvement is more of a long−term activity, changes will only be realised over time
and through engagement with other councils. For this reason performance in these
measures is assessed over the period of the LGBF (i.e. 2010/11 to 2015/16, or from
whenever new measures were introduced into the framework). Note, 2016/17 results
are due to be published by the Improvement Service in February 2018.

The full suite of LGBF measures, with comparisons available across all 32 councils,
can be accessed from the online tool: http://scotIand.myIocalcouncil.info/

Salient points from the analysis are noted below, with a summary of results in
graphical format shown in Appendix 4a. Further information is available to view on
Connect (at http://connect/iaf_lgbfresu Its).

How Are We Actually Performing?
BOXE

Change over time in all indicators and for cost, satisfaction, and performance /
achievement benchmarks
• Over two thirds (71%) of all indicators have improved over the period.
• There is little change in cost and satisfaction benchmarks over time, although

performance/achievement benchmarks show marked improvement, with 84% of measures
improving over time.

Change over time by service area and for cost, satisfaction, and performance /
achievement benchmarks
• For cultural and leisure services a higher proportion of cost measures have improved over

time (75%). Conversely, a higher proportion of satisfaction measures have not improved



• For children's services a higher proportion of cost measures (60%) and satisfaction
measures (100%) have not improved over time. Conversely 100% of
performance/achievement measures have improved over the period.

An analysis of performance in LGBF indicators has been used by auditors in the Best Value
Assurance Reports (BVARs) published so far; this is expected to be replicated across all
councils' BVARs in order to provide a consistent comparison. The following analysis has
therefore been undertaken to show the council's current position in this respect.

Change over time − in quartile positions
• 52% of measures are currently in the top or second top quartile; this has improved slightly

over time (previously 51%).

Change over time − BVAR benchmarks
• Based on the eight (non−financial) benchmarks, the council's performance generally

shows improvement over time.

Considerations for CMT

While the performance measures in the LGBF suite allow for an assessment of performance
over time, their added value should come from benchmarking activity with other councils. For
this reason the Improvement Service have developed a new approach for 2017/18
benchmarking events (see Appendix 4b). The events are designed to specifically bring
together service delivery experts from all councils to share practice and learn. This
programme is aligned with existing networks/forums, wherever possible, to minimise
duplication and bring together relevant expertise.

CMT are asked to review the programme of events for 2017/18 and identify the
appropriate council representation for each. CMT are also asked to assess the
effectiveness of any learning that is fed back and advise improvements implemented
as a result of benchmarking activity.

An independent Best Value audit of the LGBF is planned as part of the Improvement
Service's LGBF Strategic Development Plan for 2017/18. West Lothian Council's Internal
Audit team have been commissioned to review core Improvement Service programmes to
assess whether there is evidence of best value being achieved. Findings from this review will
be reported to CMT when received.

2.12 At present a performance portal on the website ensures that the council reports
performance information in line with PPR requirements of the Statutory Direction − this
is available to view at www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/performance. While providing
direct access to performance information, the web pages also signpost service specific
performance and general information already available publicly. Previous feedback
shows that the public tend not to make the distinction between performance information
and information in general; contact with the council tends to be to seek information
about a singular topic of interest (e.g. to report a street light fault, find out about waste
collection services, or school closures). Therefore the signposting on the performance
web pages helps to direct website users accordingly.

2.13 Statutory PPR guidance (which is aligned to the Best Value guidance, and specifically
characteristic 10. Accountability) states that the content and approach to PPR should
be informed by the public. For this reason, a series of focus groups were undertaken in
2013/14 to obtain views on the council's PPR arrangements and supplement the
review at that time which aimed to ensure that performance information published was
meaningful, easy to understand, and in a format that the public would wish to read.

2.14 As the website was cited as the main source of council information used by the public,
a range of improvements were made at the time to the performance portal. This



included use of a number of themes, which were considered meaningful to the public,
to categorise performance information under the types of services delivered.

2.15 It is the intention to build on this work and undertake further engagement with the
public during 2017/18 to inform PPR arrangements for 2017/18 and 2018/19. This
work will also involve a review of other national planning and performance reporting
frameworks in order to align arrangements moving forward.

2.16 During 2018, the Accounts Commission (through work with Audit Scotland) will review
the Statutory Direction with a view to publishing a new Direction for 2019/20 and
beyond. Councils will have the opportunity to be involved in the consultation exercise.

3. Implications

3.1 Financial Impact
None.

3.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
The council is required to ensure appropriate performance and governance
arrangements are in place to meet the principles of Good Governance. Performance
reporting is also required to meet the Local Government Act 1992 which informs the
Accounts' Commission Statutory Direction, and the Local Government in Scotland Act
2003 which informs the Best Value legislation (and the 10 characteristics, including the
one relevant to PPR − Accountability).

3.3 Environmental Impact
None.

3.4 Risk Impact
Risk management is an integral part of planning and performance management
processes, and a key driver in service improvement. The use of performance
information and evidence to inform decision making and forward planning, can only
strengthen the council's risk management arrangements. Engagement is ongoing with
Internal Audit and Risk colleagues to ensure approaches are aligned.

4. Measures of success

4.1 Measures of success will be evidenced through work to continue to strengthen the
council's performance and governance arrangements in order to demonstrate the
impact of council activities on the people and communities of North Lanarkshire. Also
development of a corporate approach to improvement that is supported by evidence
aligned to corporate priorities and plans.

Business Transformation Manager



Appendix 1: Achievement of Best Value:
Performance in improving local outcomes

Improve economic opportunities and outcomes

Regenerating North Lanarkshire and tackling wider economic and social disparities requires a holistic
regeneration and infrastructure programme that supports (a) regeneration of place − reinvigorating
land, buildings and housing, and re−provisioning town centres, and (b) economic growth − focussing on
businesses and people through business development, increasing jobs, attracting investment,
supporting key sectors, and improving employability, particularly for those furthest from the labour
market.

Successful regeneration requires the right conditions in order to unlock the potential for growth in the
local economy and enable stability and prosperity. The priority i tfacilitate these conditions by
supporting existing and new businesses to create growth and emp'oyment and to invest in and
support a physical and regeneration programme which maxinies,the contribution to economic
growth Providing supported routes out of unemployment un1deremployment will contribute to the
labour market and support households and communities that"experieice significant disadvantage this
includes improving access to secure living wage ernpkyment In addition"our educational curriculums
will focus on the skills required to support the current and future marketplace

Indicator −
"•'/ll f

Baseline L'atëst results

GVA per head in NIL NIL £42,009' ' N 1 0 ; £49,536 2015
[published

Scotland E48,502- 249,70 Aug 17]

Average earnings NL £44840 \20tU £512 10 2016
per residence Scotland −9−486.60 £536 60
Unemployment , r N I L '.9.7?/ Apri l9,, ' 4 7 % April 16−

r M r i ' h 11 March 17

Employed−economiô
activity

rate 1

% new busint
sustained for
than 5 years

"bcoliancl 7 1 %[ p u b l i s h e d " " 5

S . O c t 1119.7%rëlates to
16,800 e'ople' , r

−
'., NIL, 78.2% April ip −

Mardh ii .1
Scotland "77.1% [published.

Oct11]5 ,

Ii78 2%rlates to
171,800o6tof
219,700'ebpIe

NIL 38.1% 4,2015
[published

Scotland , 41.4% Nov 16]

38.1% relate'st&305

P15, after
n 2010

4.5%
.4.7% relates 108,200
ppople in NL

77.8%
76.9%

[published
Jul 17]

April16−March
17

[published
Jul 17]

' % changelend from, i n c e baseline tobaseline) latest results
t
1'

t
1'
4
4

4

+18%

+2.5%

+14%

+10%

−51%

−42%

−0.5%

−0.3%

77.8% relates to
169,900 out of
218,400

New indicator, no further data due to
be published until Nov 17

Table 2
Notes on the data:
(I) The period covered by the data presented may differ across the range of indicators: however the most recent data

available has been used in all instances. While this may not be consistent across the suite, it is still sufficient
enough to enable an informed overview of the current position in North Lanarkshire.

(ii) 2010/11 has been used as the baseline to enable comparisons over the medium−term. This provides an overview of
the position for the period before the latest financial challenges for local government.

(iii) Some indicators are new and therefore data is not available over the period.
(iv) GVA per head − this data is published biennially and there is a 2 year time lag. An analysis of the 3 main sectors

shows that North Lanarkshire's share of the manufacturing sector (between 5 and 7%) is the fourth highest in
Scotland, is between 3 and 5% for the share of the retail (7" highest) and sustainable tourism sectors (fifth highest).
However sustainable tourism's contribution to the local economy is less than 3% (among the lowest in Scotland).
GVA analysis shows little change over time in this respect.

(v) Average earnings per residence − this relates to employees living in North Lanarkshire, although they may not
necessarily work in North Lanarkshire.

(vi) Unemployment − this is the model based unemployment rate which is based on an agreed definition that allows
national and international comparisons. It is also considered a better measure of real unemployment as it includes
categories of unemployed who are actively seeking work but don't necessarily qualify for any benefits.



(vii) Employed− unemployed + employed rates do not add to 100% due to the latter only counting those the economic
activity rate (i.e. in employment or self−employed). Those not economically active (i.e. students, looking after
family/home, temporarily or long−term sick, or retired and, of these, those wanting a job) are not included in this
indicator.

(viii) Businesses sustained for more than 5 years − this is the number of new businesses surviving at base year + 5 (i.e.
2010+5 = 2015).

Performance achieved through the 2016/17 programme of work
A range of work has been undertaken by the council and partners which has contributed to the results
noted above; some of these highlights are listed below.

Following an update of the Local Housing Strategy 2016−21, the NL Homes Delivery Plan was launched
in October 2016. This aims to build, or facilitate the building of, 11,000 new homes across North
Lanarkshire by 2027.

In this respect, the council's £159m new house build programme aims to deliver a total of 2,150
homes by 2027. Work is progressing well towards delivering rn&heeded affordable rented housing
around North Lanarkshire, to date:

− 397 homes completed on 18 sites
− Spend = 6 2 m

−.
− 161 units on site (7 sites)
− 124 units where contractor appointed and'Wàrk due to start shortly (5 sites)
− 48 sites developed or approved for deVblo

30 additional homes were acquired through thé
wider supply of council housing and 28 have bee

• Activities to provide financial aitài
Lanarkshire's residents have includédt
− Council and HSC NL staff compleë

of over £16m. In addition, housing
tenants. 3,348 wereIaims for hoi.Al
council and in thlonger'tém contri/ i j I ipV − : :1

of £0.3m from;th&flhibreviousvear.
− Income maximisàtk

from the previou'yi
councilinthis work,

Worktäursue new

£347,1 77prc
start up evn
New measui
assessed as
activities.

resuiteci I
opport

it to date, approx

ht back, into use.
this has enabled a

lj

and information :to help maximise udome for North
Jollowing: −i,795benefit checks generating income for local residents
ft generatôd over £ 8 7 r i n benefits for 4,184 new/existing

band cobncI tax benefit (which is direct income for the
tès'to the sustinability of tenancies). This is an increase

II −

n has acounted for £29m (an increase of over E0 .5m
fit terms this means that for every £1 invested by the
led for rés i n t s and the local economy.
ludéd proiding energy advice to 543 residents to help
ated .

sure North Lanarkshire is an attractive place for business,
18 new businesses supported by Business Gateway and

owth projects in local businesses. 462 businesses attended

Business Plan next year will enable business sustainability rates to be
volumeof jobs created and safeguarded through business development

To help provide a range ö....mechanisms to help secure sustainable employment, training or further
education, E l l funding was secured until 2018 to deliver two new employability programmes −Prospects for You (for 30+ year olds) and Prospects for Youth (for 16−29 year olds). These
programmes aim to focus resources on those further from the labour market.
− Employability programmes were promoted to 1,028 businesses and since introduction of the

Prospects for You programme on 1st April, 1,108 individuals have been supported into
employment. This is higher than the expected target of 1,050 due to interest from unemployed
clients and employers generated by the launch of the new programme.

− Over 60% of those supported into employment had additional barriers to getting a job (such as
debt, health issues, low skill levels, and criminal convictions), and over 70% sustained their new
job for at least 6 months.

work u
Inc

5.91i

es adë

growth has
ed in grants

• This year our sixth annual performance report on planning services was published. This shows
improvements in terms of processing times for both local (8.1 weeks) and major (29 weeks)



planning applications. This has been achieved through a targeted approach which aims to
accelerate economic growth in North Lanarkshire.

Progress has been positive in terms of delivering against the £1.13 billion Glasgow City Region City
Deal. This project aims to create economic growth by attracting new businesses and jobs through
work to improve transport links and regenerating, or developing, vacant and derelict land sites over the
next 20 years. Three projects (15 sub projects) are programmed to be delivered in North Lanarkshire
over the first ten years.

• Strategic business cases for all three of North Lanarkshire overarching infrastructure proposals
(A81M8 Corridor Access Improvements, Gartcosh/Glenboig Community Growth Area and Pan
Lanarkshire Orbital Transport Corridor) totalling £1 72.5m of investment, have been approved by
the Glasgow City Region Cabinet (GCRC).

• The Glenboig Link Road project has successfully progressed through outline and full business case
approval stages, with £6.2m of City Deal funding released. Worlfqnsite commenced in December
2016 and the refurbishment of Auldyards Road in Gartcosh B u s i e s Park is now
complete Construction of the new 500m element of the link. totowards Glenboig began in June
and is estimated to be complete for the end of 2017 111'jf1 t
The MediCity Scotland facility based at Newhouse was t ie first' project to be completed in
2016 Results are positive with over 25 medtech ,c1iipnies reci' ipg business development
support and 10 new high value jobs and 3 newmed th products cteated
The Working Matters project which assists indi iduls unemployed arkl furthest from the labour
market is on track to achieve its three year targets The council has e n a é d ith 252 participants
since the start began in August 2015 with 28 enfering employment...

Independent forecasts vary with one sugge'
precarious position and projections sLigest
while another details a more confident picture
the economy, overallroWth should remain rc

I

watch

the Scottisi economy continues to remain in a
rowth, weàkihvestment, and fragile confidence
projects that d s i t e challenges in some areas of

• Local research suggests challe'nes will continue despite the"dëcrease in unemployment − these
include (a) low qüaiityof employment with w a l age growth, eiu full−time jobs and increased use
of limited hours contracts with associated undremployment, (b) the number of middle income jobs
has been reduced and jôts.haë become more pdlàrised on either side of the income scale, and
(c) an ongoing is thé'numberf'residents receiving health related benefits NL has one of
the highest rates' ili'Scotlan!−'

• ç.. •.
• TIe .fuhding environment,(particLilarly for employability programmes) continues to be dynamic with

changlislo national and EV'sources.of funding approaching. EU funding operates in 6−7 year
cycles and the current cyclé,ruhs from 2014−20. North Lanarkshire currently has allocations of £3.5
million for Pipeline employabiity activities'nd E5 million from the Youth Employment Initiative until
2018. A furth'r.nbtional allocatióh of £3.5 million is allocated from 2019−20 for employability
activity from EUfurds; these renot yet contracted.

I.

• The 2017 non domestic àtes revaluation is not expected to impact adversely on local businesses.
Overall businesses will 'a benefit from the reduced rate poundage − down by 3.7%, a reduction
in their rateable value of £8.48m overall, 70% of businesses paying no rates due to receipt of 100%
Small Business Bonus Scheme, and 4% paying 75% of rates due to receipt of 25% Small Business
Bonus Scheme.

• 6,250 (2.8%) people in North Lanarkshire are claiming benefit, principally for the reason of being
unemployed; this is the 91h highest rate in Scotland. This has considerable resource implications for
the council and a number of changes are expected to have an impact on services, this includes:
− With the Disability Living Allowance being replaced by the new Personal Independence

Payment during 2016/19 it is estimated that up to 7,800 people may lose their DLA and are
likely to appeal this decision. This will result in a significant increase in the number of appeals to
be supported by the council.

− The delay by the DWP in processing new claims and reviewing existing benefits will result in an
increase in demand for advice, information and representation into 2018.



− Universal Credit (Full Service) will be rolled out in North Lanarkshire from April 2018. At this
point there will be three benefit systems with North Lanarkshire: the current benefit system,
Universal Credit (Live Service and Universal Credit (Full Service). This will provide further
confusion to residents and additional support will be required.

− Migration to full Universal Credit from 2019 to 2022 will have a significant impact on council and
Health and Social Care services, as well as residents.

− Transfer of new powers from Westminster to the Scottish Government under the Scotland Act
2016 and the Scottish Government "Future Social Security in Scotland".

− The Child Poverty (Scotland) Bill sets out four statutory income targets to be met in the financial
year starting 1 April 2030. This includes a requirement for less than 10% of children to be living
in relative poverty. The bill also places duties on the Scottish Government to publish child
poverty delivery plans, and on councils and health boards to report annually on activity to
contribute to reducing child poverty.

• A national commitment effective from October 2016, is to rep l a the minimum wage (7.20 an hour)
with a living wage (E8.25 an hour) This has opportunities i t rns of reducing inequalities providing
financial benefits for low paid workers and improving1(recrl1'it ment and retention It also brings
challenges in terms of an increase in employee costs and the costs of some contracts

Ph

. .
• A North Lanarkshire Fairness Commission wa,1etablished to4nestigate issues of fairness,

inequality, and poverty. The Commission will nieet1nd hear evidenc throughout 2017 with a final
report including recommendations for action cted in the latter part 'f thee year.
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Support all children to realise their full potential

Children and young people deserve the best possible start in life. There is strong evidence to indicate
what happens to children in their earliest years is key to influencing their future and positive outcomes
in adult life.

The priority is to support all children to realise their full potential through education, apprenticeships, and
training, with a particular focus on children from deprived backgrounds. The council and the Community
Planning Partnership (CPP) have made reducing childhood inequalities a top priority and a key
challenge will be to deliver on this.

Indicator

Results

Baseline LatesI1esults

% school leavers
ending up In a
positive post school
destination

% of pupils gaining
5+ awards at level 5

% vocational
education SVQ level
5 or above

% differ− en−tial S5
achieving 3 or more
awards or higher
level A−C − living In
SIMD 1−3 compared

NL 90.9%
2011/12

Scotland 90.1%

NL 46.9%A2011 /1
Scotland 51%

NIL 9.7%
2015/16

NL 3093%,,

,tY201 5/1è:

I− ; I' 2015/16
f,Jl1 ,il ' ' : r [published

1L93.3% a' Dec 16]

58% 2015/16
..[published

59% 'Dec16]
(New indicator, no − −
f t h e r data yet
ptblished4

.

New indicator, no
further data Yt
published

% change
Trend from
(since baseline to

baseline) latest
results

1 +2.4%

t +3.6%

f +23.7%
t +15.7%

to 8−10 . ' 'LL 'r
% positive initial NLC 'c50% (' ' 75% t +50%
destinations for II d

2009'90−.

looked after school
C S O

[published ' . u

leavers .
Nov 161

ii
T a b l e 3

Notes on the data
(i) The period covered by the data presented may differ across the range of indicators; however the most recent data

'available has been used,in all instartces. He this may not be consistent across the suite, it is still sufficient
enough to enable an informed overview of the current position in North Lanarkshire.

(ii) 2010111 has been used as the baselin to enable comparisons over the medium−term. This provides an overview of
the p o i p n for the period before the latet financial challenges on local government.

(iii) Some jndicators are new and therefore data is not available over the period.

Perforthañce achieved through the 2016/17 programme of work
A range of work has been undertaken by the council and partners which has contributed to the resulted
noted above some highlight are listed below.

The council was one of nine authority areas taking up the Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC) for
primary schools, and the NorthLanCANcan is now well underway in all 121 primary schools. Our
approach has been to tackle inequity within a self−improving framework and, in addition to universal
offers to all schools, we have targeted support to 67 schools identified as having the greatest
proportion of children living in SIMD deciles 1−3.

In terms of impact to date:
• More than 75% of schools are now using a monitoring and tracking database, and head teachers

are more aware of and using data to know the child, follow the child.
• Improvements have been noted in attainment over the course of P1 and results show greater

added value in maths, reading, phonics, and overall scores.
• There is a small closing of the gap between pupils living in SIMD 1−2 compared to SIMD 9−10 for

maths, phonics, and overall scores.



• There is a reduction in the attainment gap in P4 and P7 for schools involved in literacy and
numeracy interventions.

• A clear difference is starting to show in the attainment gap between CANcan and non−CANcan
schools.

The SAC was extended to all secondary schools in the seven challenge authority areas. This aims to
raise attainment through enhanced transitions between primary and secondary school, targeted and
universal support, supporting parents and carers to improve their parenting capacity, building stronger
local communities, and ensuring effective governance and sustainability (of our plan) through staff
training and leadership development.

Work in secondary schools began in the school year 2016/17, and a number of interventions are
already up and running. The programme of interventions includes attainment mentors (in every
secondary school) working with 233 young people, implementation of a literacy support
programme, and a programme involving 80 targeted families that aims to build stronger local
communities This particular programme includes supporting families at transition times and after
identifying specific needs collectively devising and implementin bespoke interventions to close
the attainment gap and combat the effects of poverty./

Following national changes in policy, councils have a statutö' reqLiirernent to provide an entitlement
of 1140 hours per year by August 2020 − an increase fôr 600 hour for all 3 to 5 year olds, plus
eligible 2 year olds. Work is well underway to develop and deliver the expansion programme, this
includes:
• a new build Family Learning Centre for the Forgeiood area, replacing th existing centre which is

located across two sites − design briefs for the new centre are currently being drawn up
• feasibility studies to assess current infrastructure deiand andinhovative modl bf delivery within

each of the localities, as well as requirements to enh'arce the vbrkforce accordingl
• consultation with parents and developina plan of action

While results for children and youngped len t i rgpps i t i ve destinations upon leaving school
continue to improve −3,645 pupils (92.9%):entereda psitive destintion after leaving school − a range
of interventions continue across the council i'd develop Nortli,Lnarkthirè's workforce for the future
and target interventions'on thoe in danger of.becomin disengaged from school.

− The Developing tIeYoung Worktoce (3 −18 y a s ) Skills for Learning, Life, and Work Draft
Strategy and Deliver'y Plan 201 5;20 was approved in February 2017. This sets out the council's
plan to focus on getting'hit right .forevery child and examines how we provide and promote a broad
range of .learningexperierces that lêàd to awider variety of outcomes, and prepare young people
for the inceasirIgly diverse range of employment opportunities that will be open to them A number
of abtions are identified in the plaçi which will be monitored and reported throughout the year to

Lle n a ë impact to be assessed.
As p a r t f ä new three yeàtschool/eri1l6yer partnership model aimed at helping to develop North
Lanarkshire siyoung workforcb,ii,senior managers from across the council met school
representatives for the first tine in November to start developing action plans for each school 17
secondary / ASPSJ schools were represented and initial discussions considered opportunities for
developing skills for applicatjd'ns or interviews providing real workplace problems for young people
to solve offering internsiips in loliday periods work placements visits or work shadowing
opportunities and employability qualifications This is the first of its kind in local government in
Scotland and school and service representatives will continue to work together and develop the
model − termly check−ins will be held to assess progress.
Over 70 pupils took part in this year's conference designed for young people in S4−S6 due to leave
school in December, or in their senior phase of learning, who are looking to obtain a positive
leaving destination but unsure of what direction to take, this event provided a broad range of
learning and employability experiences outwith the norm of the school environment.
To complement this, the employability services has been proactively promoting the Development of
the Young Workforce with local employers in conjunction with the Developing the Young Workforce
champions in secondary schools.

In terms of developing North Lanarkshire's young people:
• 3,571 young people under the age of 16 took part in community and development projects

throughout 2016/17. 42% of the young people came from the lowest 20% datazones in North
Lanarkshire. Achievements include:



303 Duke of Edinburgh's Awards were completed during the year (210 Bronze, 85 Silver, 8
Gold) − 73 awards over target. To gain their award young people aged 14 to 24 complete 4
sections (5 for gold awards) that included volunteering, physical, skill, an outdoor expedition
(and residential programme for gold award participants).
1,228 young people aged 10 and over successfully gained a variety of youth accredited learning
awards − these include Dynamic Youth, John Muir Award, Saltire Awards, Youth Achievement
Awards, and North Lanarkshire Challenge.

Over the course of 2016/17, Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire undertook a considerable amount
of work in conjunction with the Children's Services Partnership to review the health and social work
services provided for children and young people in North Lanarkshire. This involved contributions to the
development of the wider Children's Services Plan, a 3 year multi−agency plan, published in July 2017.

As part of this work the Children's Services Partnership has identifiel emerging priorities where we will
focus attention over the next 12 months.

• Prevention
• Neglect, domestic abuse and substance misuse I

• Mental health
• Looked after children and young people o.,.

These will be continually reviewed in the contextofour learning from the Realigning Children's Services
programme.

Other work through services for children and families haresulteJin:
• 169 child protection referrals −
• 89 child protection registrations "

S

• 95.3% of looked after children areokedàfter in a comiliunity setting
• 148 social background reports competed 87.'2% within 20ys
• 97.6% take up of 2 year olds, and 954% uptakejdf 5 year o18s,'3ibr relevant immunisations
• 85.4% of people on supervision order contacted within 15 days of issue
• 41 young people ',place ona upervision

o r d e r i l , 1 1

E.k•

200 young people'accommodted

Work to
North U

This infom
Integrated

Things to watch
tenvironmeQtal scan g. and identify local and national matters that will impact on
eCôuncil and Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire has been carried out to
stant Chief Excutive s North Lanarks hire The Ambition reports

will be includèd once thè reports have been approved at the relevant Committee and
d Board in N o m b e r 2017
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Improve the health and care of communities

Improving health and care outcomes in our communities is dependent on the development of effective
relationships between all relevant service providers, the third and independent sectors and service users
based on their individual needs. This will allow individuals to live safer, healthier and more independent
lives.

The priority is to support more people by providing them with opportunities to look after their own
health and care, manage their own conditions and live independently wherever possible. To help
deliver this, it is important to focus on prevention and early intervention. Health and Social Care North
Lanarkshire recognise an integrated approach is needed to address inequalities in health and access
to information, care, and support.

Results
"V Trend %change

Indicator Baseline , l a t s t results (since baseline tobaseline) latest results
% of adults able to look NL 910/ New itidicator, no,further
after their health very well

0
2015/16 data yet published 2016/17

or quite well Scotland 94%
a% −of adults supported at New indicator, no
home who agreed that NL 86% . further data yet
they are supported to live 2015/1,6

. pub l i shed 2016/17

as independently as
possible Scotland 84%
% of adults supported at New'indicator, no
home who agreed they NL 78°h further d t yet
had a say in how their ' ' 2015/16 publishd
help, care, or support was − 1 .. 1t1
provided −Scotland 79%.
% of adults supported at , − −

New indicator, no
home who agreed their NL 72% . further data yet
health and social care , −

" 201 5/1 pubFished 2016/17
Ne,services seem to be well ' , .
co−ordinated 1Scotland ,75%
− − N e indicator, no

% of adults receiving care NL '78% further data el '
or support who rates It as V' 2015/I pub l i shed 2016117
excellent or good ' " i " . I. I I L h

Scotland 81% −Li −%of adults supportedat, " , W
− New indicator, no

home who ' .' −, N P 86% fu−therdatayet
services and support had tr, 2015/16 pub l i shed 2016/17
an impact on improvIng or .

p , ' .
,•−maintaining their quality of S l n d 8 4 % − 1 .

−

life
Total combined% of New indicator, no
carers who fee supported NL

,
44% ' −, further data yet

to continue in th i r ca'ring ,'
2015/16 pub l i shed 2016/17

role '4
. Scotland 1 '41%

−New indicator, no
% of adults supported at " i " , NL ,' 86% further data yet
home who agreed they felt i ' \ p 2015/16 pub l i shed 2016/17
safe Scotland ,,i 84%
Emergency admissions NL 2015/16 1 5 , 2 9 6 2016/17
rate (per 100,000
population) Scotland 12,037
% of last 6 months of life NL 87%
spent at home or In a 2015/16 2016/17
community setting Scotland 87%

% of adults with intensive
M I 70%2

2016/17
care needs at home Scotland 62%
Number of days people N 964spend in hospital when
they are ready to be 2015/16 2016/17
discharged (per 1,000 Scotland 842
population)

Table 4
Notes on the data:
(i) The period covered by the data presented may differ across the range of indicators; however the most recent data

available has been used in all instances. While this may not be consistent across the suite, it is still sufficient



enough to enable an informed overview of the current position in North Lanarkshire.
(ii) As Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire was formally established in April 2016, 2015/16 has been used as the

baseline to enable comparisons since inauguration
(iii) The above indicators are derived from the suite of integration measures which support the national health and

wellbeing outcomes.

Performance achieved through the 2016/17 programme of work
A range of work has been undertaken by the council and Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire
which has contributed to the resulted noted above. Some of these highlights are listed below.

Over the past year, Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire have mainly focused on developing a
comprehensive governance, planning, and delivery framework. This was achieved through
engagement with staff and independent contractors, the third and independent sectors, users of
services and their carers, and our communities and their representatives through locality events and
the strategic planning group. This has identified shared priorities and changes that aim to make a real
difference to services in North Lanarkshire.

This work identified a number of shared priorities which are outlined in the Strategic Commissioning
Plan Achieving Integration approved in March 2017 This ssupported by a range of work streams
outlining how the intentions of the Commissioning Plan willbedeli'ered As part of the development
of the Commissioning Plan a number of other areas of'work were coriipleted this included

• Establishing governance arrangements to al loi the Integrated Joint Bard (IJB) to discharge its
legislative duties.

• Developing and agreeing a participation and enggement strategy 2017−20. : \
• Developing financial regulations
• Developing a risk management strategy.

,• Agreeing a support, care and cliniôl overnance framework for the partnership.
• Developing locality profiles to better uhderst'and the neeA of local people and communities.
• Developing governance arrangementsfór pibliàprotection, ensuring the IJB fulfils itsobligations.in
• Developing a housing contribution statement and contributed to the delivery of the council's local

housing s t r a t e g y . , .,.
• Refreshing partnership board structures to help sharegood'practice for major care groups (i.e.

frailty and long term conditions addictions learnirg disability and mental health)
• Agreeing a service user and carer engagement nd representation model

In terms of iin,proy,ing the
home keyriorities forj

• 925 people are
highest level since rei

• 1;O people comp!t
highest level since re(
were reabIement and
further hOrn' support.

• 1,366 people;hàve as
80.4% of integrated e
equates to 39,530 ct

/ I

i and caiëof communitis to allow individuals to remain in their own
iceare'slf−diected support and care at home. Latest figures show:

ipt of lf;directediJp3ort, higher than the target of 900 (and the
Drding began three years ago)
d the reabtément process, higher than the target of 1,500 (and the
Dding began) :;55.3% of new or increased home support packages
I89% of people who went through the reablement process required no

!technology, higher than previous years and the target of 1,150.
ent and adaptations deliveries were made within 7 days; this
.066 items delivered.

This level of care at home/in the community has meant that the number of care home placements
remains low with 22.7 per 1,000 population for adults age 65+ and 47.1 per 1,000 population for adults
age 75+.

During the year much work was undertaken to develop the North Lanarkshire Community Justice
Outcome Improvement Plan (CJOIP), published in March 2017. A range of engagement activities with
service users were carried out to inform development of the plan.

Key stats in community justice:
• Criminal justice social work reports help the courts assess the risk of offenders reoffending and the

harm to the community, 2,286 reports were submitted to court during the year and 99.6% (2,258)
were done by the due date

This indicator provides information about the volume of work undertaken and the efficiency of the
service provided in terms of handling cases to meet required timescales.



• 415 new community payback orders by supervision team
• 74.3% of first direct contact within 1 working day
• 84.2% of case management meetings within 5 working days

In terms of ensuring the safety of North Lanarkshire's residents:
• 2,330 adult protection referrals
• 55.5% discharged within 72 hours of being clinically ready
• 10% of addictions service users seen within 3 weeks (from referral to treatment)

Things to watch

Work to carry out environmental scanning and identify local and national matters that will impact on
North Lanarkshire Council and Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire has been carried out to
inform each Assistant Chief Executive's North Lanarkshire − The Ambition reports.

(,Tf?

This information will be included once the reports have been appfóed'at the relevant Committee, and
Integrated Jointed Board in November 2017.
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Improve relationships with communities and the third sector

The Community Empowerment Scotland Act 2015, places a clear duty on the council and its public
partners to support and resource community participation. Communities are encouraged to become
more self−reliant and building community capacity gives people the skills and confidence required to
be involved, whilst recognising the particular needs of communities facing social and economic
challenges.

The priority is to support communities and provide them with greater control over their futures, having
a more active role and involvement in the decision−making process leading to the development and
delivery of services. The intention is to engage with communities to tackle inequalities, promote safer
communities, improve wellbeing and overall to improve social cohesion.

Results
% change

Trend fromIndicator Baseline i L a t è results (since baseline to
I ' I baseline) latest

:(.4, results
NLC 96.4%

Anti−social behaviour −
% cases resolved within Scotland 82.4%
locally agreed targets This relates to 4362

−
cases dealt with overall

Tenant satisfaction − NLC 79.3%

2014/15

tenants satisfied with
the management of the 2014/15
neighbourhood they Scotland 81
live In
Household waste % NLC 40 4°
collected during the −;•
year that was recycled Scotland 39.5%
or composted
%customer N C 84% i 414

satisfaction on a range 2010.i4
of frontline services Scotland

Notes on the data
(i) The period covered by the resented

available has been used in allinstanc14"eniuhib
enable an inforrned'overvi'

(ii) (2O1O/1 1: hasbe
position for ti

(iii);;− Some indicators

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

data

and

tJehaviour across North Lfl
Tenant satisfaction this Ind
takd i spec t s that extend I
Houséhold'wste recycled −
2020 and−70% by 2025.
Customer satisfaction this
and therefore covèrsseMci
facilities libraries museum
customer surveys, if pprop

2016/17
85.8%

' (2015/16 for
This relates to 5078 "Scotland)

cases dealt with overall
88.3%. 201611.

7 O / 1 1 (2015/16
tot'

0 1

Scotland)

43.7% 2016/17

480/ " (2015/16 for
o ' Scotland)

83/o
2013−16

79/i

t +0.4%

f +4.1%

t +11.3%

−2.8%

t +8.2%

t +21.5%

−1%

, −2.5%
Table 5

may différäàoss the range of indicators; however the most recent data
es While this may not be consistent across the suite it is still sufficient
ew oft he current position in North Lanarkshire
ne to enable comparisons over the medium−term. This provides an overview ol
latest financial challenges on local government
re data is not á(lble over the period.
rasures the impact of the multi−agency approach to tackling anti−social
ihich,.aims to create safe and sustainable communities.
sesses customer satisfaction while it refers to council tenants their views will
ousiñg,lãr example the environment around them will influence feedback.
ator assesses the progress made towards meeting recycling targets of 60% by

(ire aggregates the results from a range of LGBF customer satisfaction indicators
LS such as refuse collection, street cleaning, parks and open spaces, leisure

schools. Further development of this indicator could see more use of service led
in aggregating a position for the council.

Performance achieved through the 2016/17 programme of work
A range of work has been undertaken by the council and partners which has contributed to the
resulted noted above; some highlights are listed below.

Activities targeted at improving engagement with communities to maximise involvement and
empowerment are varied, some highlights include:

• The National Youth Link Award for Airdrie Community Learning and Development Youth Work
Team, who were awarded Team of The Year. The team was nominated for their continued
motivation and enthusiasm for engaging, supporting and encouraging young people to participate
in opportunities that help them to develop skills, gain experience and help them become more
involved in their local community. The team received particular recognition for their work around
inclusion, equalities and diversity and through developing a range of opportunities for vulnerable



young people and those with additional needs.

• A range of adult learning programmes have been delivered that are targeted at learners − almost
50% of whom are from areas of deprivation as defined by the SIMD. This includes

− 4,812 adults taking part in adult learning programmes where programmes include English as a
second or other language, adult literacy and numeracy, and SQA units.

− 466 adult learners successfully gained 890 SQA certificates − these include core skills of
numeracy, reading, writing, listening and working with others and ICT. Participants also
successfully gained the Employability Award, Personal Development Award and Money
Matters.

− Adult learners engaged in literacy projects achieved 3,586 learning outcomes during the year;
above target (3,000). These outcomes concentrate on individual needs to improve
communication skills, numeracy, ICT skills, ability to work withothers, and problem solving.

− As a result of 224 projects 130 community and voluntary orgarlisations have received
assistance to help build the capacity of their groups This'includes help to develop local
services support in decision making ensuring effecti governance of community groups
support to promote inclusion and diversity, and help',,t inpartnership with other
organisations.

160 people attended the Gaelic Spring Fling! h
promote the development of Gaelic education:;and n
language in line with priorities in the National Plan fo
funded under this scheme help deliver the Scottish Government

r

Many activities have been undertal
environment that supports the well
new facilities opened across North
communities and build community

− The Houldsworth
− Cumbernauld Co11

for local comrt
sector or

− The Harry
for older−1

Other atiitié

• DèvérinQ

Delivering
their local
Over 700

and

D provide mor&s4pport and care within local

12017 in Cumbernauld to
rssj5eaking and using the
noritráte how pro jects
itment for Gaelic

I'!

council that a : t p p r o v i d e a safe and attractive
I Jirth Lanarkshire&mmunities, this includes a range of

harraicfl in Marci
crease the numbe

Gaelic and to de

. # c q . J c f l d I I , . . II•

Wishaw, dffering anéw'l ibary, f i s t top shop and NHS services
'if 11ilntrprise Cente, offthinga range of bespoke services and facilities

,oUps as well asoff ice space'forsmall medium enterprises and third
anisàtiins.

y Walke?integrated day service in Airdrie, providing social care and health's services
Deople with complex ne&ds as well as respite for carers.

included L ,
I

,−Branching"Out
programmes to 34 mental health service users at Palacerigg and

Country Parks 'iThis airft−toaim−to provide health benefits to the local community by
se of council owned greenspace following NHS referrals
22 community greenspace projects this encourages schools and communities to use
reenpaces for fucation and health benefits

'olunteer days delivered at greenspace sites with a cash equivalent of 05,000.

Things to watch

Community Empowerment legislation introduced a right for community bodies to make a Community
Asset Transfer request to councils and other public sector bodies. The council's policy in this respect
was approved in March 2017.

The new approach to auditing Best Value has a strong focus on the quality of service experienced by
the public and the outcomes achieved by councils for their communities. There are also expectations
around the involvement of communities in planning and delivering services.

With the move away from Single Outcome Agreements, the local government sector will be interested
to see how Local Outcome Improvement Plans are rolled out and begin to make a difference to the
people and communities of each local authority.

Work to carry out environmental scanning and identify local and national matters that will impact on



North Lanarkshire Council and Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire has been carried out to
inform each Assistant Chief Executive's North Lanarkshire − The Ambition reports.

This information will be included once the reports have been approved at the relevant Committee, and
Integrated Jointed Board in November 2017.
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Improve the council's resource base

The council's resource base plays a significant role in terms of enabling successful delivery of the other
four priority outcomes. Capitalising on opportunities to improve, increase, maximise, and upskill
resources is essential to drive forward the organisation.

We need to broaden our thinking, be bold and challenge each other to ensure the changes being
implemented are thought through and relevant connections are considered. We need to ensure the
pieces of the jigsaw are joined to avoid creating a fragmented and reactive approach that does not make
best use of our resources.

Collaboration must be an everyday way of working to ensure change is undertaken efficiently and
effectively, ensuring the best possible outcomes for North Lanarkshire and our residents.
We cannot do everything at once; achieving real change requires time for careful consideration and
planning and needs to be an integral part of our way of working.

We must ensure there is a common purpose and understanding of what we are trying to achieve. We
need to focus on our people − our biggest asset − to support and empower them to do more with less, and
become involved in delivering our priorities.

Indicator

Results

Baseline

I

Latest results

council tax − %
collected in the year

no domestic rates −
% collected In the
year
NLC assets − %
operational
accommodation in a
satisfactory
condition

Employee resource

Employee turnover
rate
£ of external funding

N 94.53%
2010/11

Scotland 94.70%

NL 95.1%
201/011

NL 72.4%

2010/11
Scotland 81.3%

93.98%

Trend % change
from(since baseline tobaseline) latest results

'& −0.6%

95.66% (2015/16 for
+ 1%Scotland)

95.6% f +0.5%
2016/17

84.7% 2016117 t +17%

(2015/16
81.5% for f −0.2%

Scotland)

Headcount

NL =16,284
F T E = 2011

13533.16

Headcount = 15,440
FTE = 12,848.39 March

2016

New indicator in 2017−20 business
plan
New indicator in 2017−20 business
plan

−5%

Table 6

Notes on the data:
(I) The period covered by the data presented may differ across the range of indicators; however the most recent data

available has been used in all instances. While this may not be consistent across the suite, it is still sufficient enough to
enable an informed overview of the current position in North Lanarkshire.

(ii) 2010111 has been used as the baseline to enable comparisons over the medium−term. This provides an overview of the
position for the period before the latest financial challenges on local government.

(iii) Some indicators are new and therefore data is not available over the period.
(iv) % council tax collected in the year − this only relates to in−year collection and does not account for income collected in

subsequent years. Council tax collected in 2016/17 amounted to £102m (the highest recorded) out of a possible
£108m.

(v) % non−domestic rates collected in the year − monies collected in 2016/17 amounted to £117m (the highest recorded) out
of a possible £122m.

(vi) Assets in satisfactory condition − this relates to the annual condition survey and results meeting the NB criteria. The
latest survey assessed 802,195 square footage of council assets (a reduction of 7.3% from 860,662 square feet in
2010/11).

(vii) Employee resource − this information reports establishment data (total employee headcount and FTE (excluding casual
employees) which is reported to committee each year.



Performance achieved through the 2016/17 programme of work
A range of work has been undertaken by the council and partners which has contributed to the resulted
noted above; some highlights are listed below.

Employees
• Implemented a new approach to employee performance review and development through PAD

conversations
• Launched i−trent to fully integrate HR and Payroll and enable self−serve options for staff to book

holidays and register leave.
• Work commenced with the Poverty Alliance to gain accreditation as a Living Wage Employer. To

become accredited, the council must ensure that all staff are paid the living wage or above and these
principles have already been adopted in respect of employed staff. It is hoped this will be achieved
later in 2017.

• The council achieved the status of Disability Confident Leader − the first in Scotland to do so due to
an approach that actively attracts and recruits disabled people,r1 provides a fully inclusive and
accessible recruitment process c

Assets qllI4iljfrs
• Implemented the first phase of the energy efficient stre't Iightirproject
• Continued to develop the school and community facility estate prog(amme to support the education

of all pupils and enable communities to build caØacity and help themselves Since 2006 the E0.568
billion programme has seen

• delivery of 39 new build projects
• 29 projects completed to date, with 10 currently being delivered or at the planning stage
Some projects are across shared campuses, therefore this programme:
• affects 53 different establishments (12 secondary schools, 32 primary schools or early year's

establishments, and 9 community facilities)
• has seen 38 establishments completed to date, with 15 currently being delivered or at the

planning stage

Money
• Collected £102m ir

the highest incon
• 52.1% signed upt
• A balanced budget

With the implementation of the 1'
North Lanarkshire This hasthe1-4around

£1 .6mdepnding on the
' L

Work to carry out eh'irànmental
Lanarkshire Council ahiiIealth
Assistant Chief Executivtorl

init

by dir
et for

II

i f • ,,,
' f i l l , ii

(revenue during the year, and :21 22m in non domestic rates, both are
rded for the cuncil ir:these a e s of revenue.
ct bit.

P2017/18.

Thirgs to watch

Homes delivery plan, 2,150 new homes are expected to be built in
tential to:increase the council tax base (and revenue to the council) by
e and size of homes built.

ng and identify local and national matters that will impact on North
cial Care North Lanarkshire has been carried out to inform each
rkshire − The Ambition reports.

This information will be included once the reports have been approved at the relevant Committee, and
Integrated Jointed Board in November 2017.



Appendix 2: Achievement of Best Value:
Performance in improving local public services

Further information is available to view at:
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/performance
Or on Connect at:
http://connect/iaf_PlresuIts

Results over time

2016/17 performance against the baseline shows that performance in 77% of indicators has
improved, remained consistent, or has movement within a tolerance of +/−5% over the period.
23% of indicators have declined.

has

All Indicators I 101

has remained hàSdéclined
the same 4Wlthlh +/−5%

14 27

−. ' . a b I e 7

Performance against target

When comparing performance against actual targets set, 75.6% of indicators are either on
target or above target (i.e. with a green or blue RAG status), with 24.4% below target (i.e. red).

BLLJ

r perrormance,
.

the tai
rs . 26

Further analysis

" GREEN −
ling Indicator son target and

within theacceptable
ses threstolds

HL "I

01

)ertormance Is:
RED

Indicator does not meet
the target set and

performance is outwith
the acceptable thresholds

41
24.4%

Table 8

Of all indicators which have declined, i.e. 69 indicators, 38 indicators remain either on target or
above target (i.e. with a green or blue RAG status), with 28 falling below target (i.e. red).

Of those where performance has declined − number and proportion of
indicators where performance Is:

BLUE I GREEN REDIIndicator is exceeding I Indicator does not meetI Indicator is on target and Iexpectations, I within the acceptable the target set and
performance surpasses i thresholds performance is outwith

the taraet the acceotable thresholds
3 I 35 I 28

Table 9



Appendix 3:

Complaints

Achievement of Best Value:
Engaging with and responding to local communities

Further information is available to view at:
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/complaintsperformance
Or on Connect at:
http://connect/iaf_complaintsresults

Volume of complaints
Stage 1

2013/14 I 2014/15 I 2015/16 I 2016/17

Number I 1,095 I 1,667 1 1,800 I 1,622

Change: 2013/14 to 2016/17

Number %

+527

Number of complaints −stage I
2,000 1.800
1,150 1.667 1,522

1,500

11250 1,095

1,000

750 k
500

' 25

− −
2 0 1 3 / 1 4 2 0 1 4 / 1 3 2 0 1 3 1 1 6 2016/17

In 2016/17, 1,622 complaints were handled at stage.1 .'
While this is a decrease from the previous year
it's still a 48% increase over the period

IL

Table 10 over the page shows the breakdown of sfage 1 r
complaints by service function

Stage 2

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17
Change: 2013114 to 2016117

Number %

I Number 109 193 i j j 1 , I i 6 6 t . 150 41 .
i/

150 complaints werë.
While this is a decrea
it's still almost a 38% i

Table 1 o( j r the pag
complajnts'by service
and as such, no signi

led at stage 2,
)m the previous

Less than 10%äfcomplaints ë
nature and the heed for more t
complainant has corpe back to
1 complaint and they, i t to r

Ratio of stage 1 to stage 2lL

200

150

100

50

Number of complaints −stage 2

250 −

0
2 0 1 3 / 1 4 2 0 1 4 / 1 3 2 0 1 3 / 1 6 2016117

breakdoWii p1−stage 2
'shows a rèltiiely low volume of complaints overall
pnoted for any specific service function.

rocessed at stage two, 2% of these are due to their complex
to investigate fully, while 8% are appeals, where the
they remain dissatisfied with the outcome of their initial stage
n the matter.

The aim of the Complaints Handling Procedure is to resolve as many complaints at the initial
point of contact, or as close to the point of service delivery, as possible (i.e. at stage 1).

2013114 1 2014/15 2015/16 1 2016/17

Ratio: stage one to stage two
90.9% to

1
89.6%10 91.6% to 91.5% to

9.1% 104% 8.4%

1

8.5%

The ratio shows a small year on year improvement with a
higher proportion of complaints being dealt with at stage 1
Compared to stage 2 each year.
This means we have been consistent over the years in dealing with
9 out of 10 complaints at the initial point of contact.

2 0 1 3 / 1 4 2 0 1 4 / 1 3 2 0 1 5 / 1 5 201017

o 5 t e 1 05te2



Volume of complaints by service function
Tables 10 and 11 provide a breakdown of the volume of stage 1 and stage 2 complaints for each
service function.
Stage 1

Service function 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016117 Change: 2013/14
to 2016/17

building standards 5 5 2 9 +4
community learning, development, and employability 11 5 4 3 −8
countryside and landscape 1 19 17 11 +10
education 54 234 190 244 +190
environmental health 18 30 23 23 +5
first stop shops / contact centre 19 20 25 8 −11
fleet operations 2 +2
housing, technical support capital/revenue programmes 37 27 − 72 134 +97

Al 15 In

P I

Notes

housing operations . 371 322 ' 354 232 −139
housing repairs 402 289 304 201 −201
human resource matters , ' ; 2 ' 2 +2
land management 9 13 36 +27
legal and democratic matters 8 7 :1 1t206 19 +11
online information 1 0
planning, strategic and regeneration 2 7 01 1 −1
planning, applications

−
10 12 1 4 ' ' 6 −4

property and procurement +1
revenues and benefits 52 ' 116 94 \ 515;
roads and structures 2 8 ' 10 2 ' 0
roads operations 16 A37,lell 48 47 '− +31
school meals, cleaning/janitorial services 15 17 3 1 −14
trading standards 2 '3 1 3 3 +1
waste Ii( p o, '61 415 579 +518

total 1,09 1,800 1,622 +527
F ' Table 10

0,

• Increase in volume in legal and democratic matters in d1−16 related t b o p o s a i s to fly a particular flag.
• Increase in volume in dudation in 20T: '/1'1:5 mainly re'ated to a particular piece of school homework.
• Increase in volume in w a t é in 2014/1"rTainly related 'tduintroduction of food waste collections and the move to a

revised collection schedule f 'om a 5 d a á i e k service to 'a'Y day a week service which incurred an increase in
missed collectioi 'cmplaints whil á torhér ,beame accistomed to the alteration to their collection day.

I N. 'a
0, pp, UI

Stage2
Change: 2013/14

to 2016/17
building standards 2 0
countryside and landscapeeducation
environmental health\.
first stop shops I contact centre I
housing, technical support caital/revenue.program
housing operations
housing repairs
human resource mattersland managementlegal and democratic matters 3 −5
planning, applicationsplanning, strategic and regeneration −3
revenues and benefits 20 11 7 +2

4 3 6roads and structuresroads operations
school meals, cleaning/janitorial services +1
trading standards
waste 18 14 5 +5

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

1 1
12 25 26 32 +20
3 6 3 4 +1

mes 4 2 3 17 +13
24 22 33 33 +9
21 42 31 20

0
2 8 3 +1

2

18 26 19 24 +6

total I 109 193 166 150

12 7 4 −2

−4

0

+41

Table 11



Outcome of complaints
Stage 1

Change: 2013114 to
2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17

Number %
upheld 583 746 640 695 +112 +19.2%

partially upheld 112 174 204 139 +27 +24.1%

Total upheld or 695 920 844 834 +139 +20%partially upheld 63.5% 55.2% 46.9% 51.4%

400 747 956 788 +388 +97%not upheld 36.5% 44.8% 53.1% 48.6%

Total 1,095 1,667 1,800 1,622 +527 +48.1%

Overall, complaints upheld and partially upheld account for l.4A
out of 1,622 complaints) compared to 48.6% (788 out of 1,22.bo

Over time the proportion of complaints not upheld Ish"d
48.6%), with the proportion upheld/partially uphe/d UEçlihing (f

Stage 2

67

2 0 1 3 / 1 4

I 2014

upheld 26
−partially upheld 16
−

Total upheld or 42
partially upheld 38.5%

not upheld 615%'

Total 109

Overall, complaits uph(
out of 150 cnplaiñts) ci

More 4 n half of all corn
or partially upheld, howl
further invstiation (i.e.
accurate andfullresoon

4.

21

69
35.1

1 2

.193

all stage 1 complaints (834
iplaints) not upheld.

provement (from 36.5% to
.5% to 51.4%).

Change: 2013/14 to 100% − −

/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 90%
Number % 80%

− . ,., ..
70% 6 1 5 % 4 l

6.61

31 + 5 \ j−19.2% 60%

3 27 ' .
+11 ' +68.8%

40% −
72 58 −

I 30%

3% 43.4% ' . 7 % . +16 +38.1/0, 20%

10%

4i!., ".94 92
61 % 2017/64 2014/13 2013/16 2016/17

3 166 150 ' +41 +37.6%
O Upheld . partially upheld ONotupheid

and partially−upheldcpbunt for 38.7% of all stage 2 complaints (58
pàr6J466t3%.(92 out 6f150 complaints) not upheld.

ints (51 %) resolve in the first instance (i.e. at stage one) are upheld
r. a largèr.Øroportion of complaints (61.3%) remain not upheld after41r, stage tvIQ):'.This suggests a level of effectiveness in ensuring an
is prouided the first time.

Not resolved
Not all complaints ar&ableto be resolved, this may be for example due to insufficient information
provided by the complainant in the first instance or services being unable to make further contact
to clarify a situation further, à t h e complainant does not always respond to enquiries.

Table 12 provides a breakdown of complaints not resolved.
Service funct ion 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016117

housing, technical support capital/revenue 2
programmes
housing operations 1
housing repairs 1 1 1
land management 1 1 2 2
planning, strategic and regeneration 1
roads operations 1 1 1 3
school meals, cleaning/janitorial services 2

17 9 4
total 5 22 14 19

Table 12



Withdrawn
Some complaints are withdrawn due to the complainant changing their mind or the issue being
resolved outwith the formal complaints process or, on occasions, the matter is not within the remit
of the council.

Table 13 provides a breakdown of complaints withdrawn.
Service function 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17
education 6 6 10 8
environmental health 2
first stop shops / contact centre 2
housing, technical support capital/revenue 3

med
matters

5 4

•1 rij'
I
1 •"• 4

total 23!f t ' / 22

4 2

19 1 28
Table 13

Request for service
Not all complaints received are actually a complaint but are according to the4SS0 Complaints
Handling Procedure, a request for se7vice.

.
Table 14 provides a detailed breakdovn ottne.volume of complaints recording request for service
as an outcome for each service function:. This shows complaints classified as a request for service
can mainly be attributed to land management, hoüinaoperations.and housing repairs.

To assist the public'diret their request f r ser iceaccbdigly when contacting the council,
additional signpostin'ghäs been setup on thecomplaints website to show the 10 most common
reasons for requests for. ervices Often received as complaints. This is available to view at
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklindèx.aspx?articleid=32155

This proiides links to .öôntact details
missed.bfris, dog foulirig,ánd rèet
dealt with iFirough the proper channel).

Service function .building
standards \ ••.. . − ________ ________ ______

F countryside and iandsciDe I

first

revenue
roads ar
roads or

st

S.

and online forms to report service specific issues, such as
3leaning, and helps to ensure that requests are effectively

es

201 3/14

8
5

4
36
19
22

2

2014/15 2015/16

5
15 27

7 26
47 92
69 46
94 106

2
1 1
13

201 6/17

17
19

7
89

3
263

Table 14



Timeliness of complaints handling

Stage 1 − response times I average days to resolve

% responded to on time 89.7% I 83.4% I 87.5% I 85.4%

Average number of days per 4 9 4 6 4.6

In 2016/17, the council responded to 85.4% of stage 1 complaints
within 5 days. This equates to 1,385 out of 1,622 complaints,
with 237 complaints outwith the timescale.

There is little evidence of improvement in the proportion of
although the volume of complaints will impact on the figure

However, overall the council has consistently taken le
5 days to deal with stage 1 complaints.

(

17.3

jj

nts responded to in time,

Jess than the CHP timescale of

I . j J S J U I O ' . J L I I I f l 7 I C 4 V I J I L 4 S . 4 ¼ J C Y O ' I Average numberofdays −stage 2
2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 200

% responded to on time 80.7% ,91.7% 92.8 96.0% 180
15.5 155

16.0 14.9
Average number of days per 17.3 15.5 15 5 14.0 − −
complaint

12.0

10.0

The council responded to 96% of stage 2cbmplaintswithin 20 days so
This equates to 144 out of 150'complaints with 6 comlaipts 60
outwith the t i m e s c a l e ' I I 44

U; 2.0
For stage 2 there is evidence of improvement inthe proportion of 0.0 − − − −2013/IA 2014/13 2013/16 2016/17

complaints responded to in,tire.. U
•1 U. I I I . I I • I.

( k−.... − •.
U . U 11

._,
. . ,

I

In addition, overall thecouncil has consistently taken less than the less than the CHP timescale
of 20 days,to deal with staé12 cohØlaints,

U .
−'



Nature of complaint

Stage 1
Overall, the top 5 categories of complaints in 2016/17 at stage 1 were:
• Quality of service − 64% (1,036 out of 1,622 complaints)
• Policy/procedure − 11% (172 out of 1,622 complaints)
• Employee behaviour − 7% (110 out of 1,622 complaints
• Service failure − 5% (75 out of 1,622 complaints)
• Waiting times/missed appointments − 3% (53 out of 1,622 complaints)

The proportion of complaints in each category for 2016/17 compared to previous years is shown
in graph on the left below; the graph on the right shows the volume.

% of Si complaints by category −Council total

Quality of Service

11%
I 25.7%Policy / Procedure

12.6%
7.6%

7%

Employee Behaviour 5.9%5.1%

4.8%

5%
8.7%Service Failure
9.1%

11.3%

3%
Waiting Times / 2.9%

Missed Appointments 3.1%
5.7%

3%

Other 3.5%3.1%

3.0%
12%

flLack
of Information 2.4%•

2.9%
1.7%

12%

LI
Failure

toRespor 2.5%•
2%

U 1.6%
12%

Li
Damage

to Property 2.2%•
2.1%

U 1.3%

1%
j

Service Specific 0.8%11.3%

U 1.8%

1 0%
[

Service Cuts! Changes 2%•

Number of Si complaints by category−Council total

64%

52.8%
Quality of Service

60.5%

Policy/Procedure

Employee Behaviour

Service Failure

Waiting Times /
Missed Appointments

Other

Lack of Information

Failure to Respond

02016/17

02015/16

12014/15

02013/14

Damageto Property

Service Specific

Service Cuts / Changes

0% 20% 40% 605' 80%

7

6

5

.4

0 200 400 600 800 10(8) 1200
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Stage 2
Overall, the top 5 categories of complaints in 2016/17 at stage 2 were:
• Quality of service − 51% (76 out of 150 complaints)
• Service failure − 13% (20 out of 150 complaints)
• Policy/procedure − 13% (19 out of 150 complaints)
• Other − 6% (9 out of 150 complaints)
IN Employee behaviour − 4% (6 out of 150 complaints

The proportion of complaints in each category for 2016/17 compared to previous years is
shown in graph on the left below; the graph on the right shows the volume.

Note that with the smaller volume of complaints (which is to be expected at stage 2) trends in
specific categories are less prominent.

% of S2 complaints by category. Council total Number of 52 complaints by category. Council total

11 150.7%

Quality of Service 383%
47.0% Quality of Service

148.6%

;1799ic13.3%20

•%sService F a i l u r e 8 % S e r v i c e Failure
19

o.i%
) 1 T T 1 12.7% 119

Policy/Procedure
I 16.3% Policy/ Procedure

I 27
42

I I 24.8% I 27

6.0% 9

Other
11.4%

Other • 11
l 19

−
4

Employee Behaviour Employee Behaviour

I I 11.0% 12
16

Service Specific 1 1 % Service Specific
8

0.0%

2.7% 4

Failure to Respond 2.4% Failure to Respond 47

I 2.8% 3
j4

Lack of Information 3.0%% Lack oflrrformation

;0.9%

1

2.7%
U2016/17

4
Waiting Times / II 0.6% 02015/16 Wait1gTimes/ 1

Missed Appointments p1.6%
2014/15 Missed Appointments I

j 1.3% 02013/14 2

Damage to Property
1.8%

Damage to Property 35

0.0%

Service Cuts / Changes Service Cuts / Changes •
0.0%

056 1056 20% 3056 40% 50% 60%

7
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Improvements
During 2016/17, 9 actions were identified by services in terms of improvements to service
delivery, or changes to ways of working, to help ensure complaints do not recur. These are
noted in the table below. This compares to 6 improvement in 2015/16, 13 in 2014/15, and 7
in 2013/14.

aint

The pest control charge received was
considered unjustified in this instance
as no work was done

A school bus ignored a roundabout and
turned right into oncoming traffic.

Customer in receipt of fixed penalty
notice complained about receiving this
from trading standards due to tobacco
sales.

There was a lack of response or action
following a pest control enquiry.

Complaint regarding a member of staff

Complaint regarding a council vehicle
that was being driven in wjlatappearE
to be a dangerous manner

Complaint made to tradirg1standar
about the way the complainants in
complaint hâd been dealt with

Customer complained they had w
at the first stop shop to dealwith a
transaction" rather than the Munici
Bank.

In addition, follo,iñgan increased
with Head Teachesf&pomplain
Procedure and ensure ñide effecti

Action
Upon investigation it was found that the charge was applied
correctly by the service. Therefore the service contacted the
contact centre (who received the initial complaint) to reinforce the
agreed procedures when dealing with enquiries of these nature, to
avoid complaints being escalated for this reason in the future.
The manager in the service spoke to the driver, who was reminded
of their responsibilities when driving a council bus on a public road
and also the importance of driving safely.
While the service did not upKold this complaint, they took this
opportunity to remind staittó ensure appropriate levels of
engagement with custotnrs to offer them the best possible
business advice, in. paiicülar hen dealing with matters regarding
the sale of cigarettetô"'under aged consumers.
Following the4encüiry, checks were required to be carried out with
the Register.'ofScotland to find out who owned the land. As checks
were incor?clusive, two requests were Moto another council
section tcdehtify who owned the land; no irfbrrnation was
forthcoming. 16 avoid going.through the middle man in future, the
service have put iii place arrangements to st ra i l t to the Sasines
Register themsel"es.
Iq this instance data protection requirements were interpreted
irorrectIy. Further information on interpretation of data protection
law há been shared and fora,al training has been identified.
Managers identified the driver and entered into discussions to
invètigate the' Triatter. Drivers were reminded of their
responsibilities whendriving a council vehicle and the importance of
drivingsafely. Staff wéraloremirided that the use of a mobile
phone wién diving is illegaI ';
Following ñ iamination of the circumstances surrounding this
complaint, andthe restructure of service, processes were
embedded to ensure that line management oversight and scrutiny
is miritained. 1i is also included arrangements to ensure that
office r4o rkloads are reaularlv audited and reviewed.

proved s i ñ á e has been implemented at Wishaw Municipal
nk to avoid customers queuing at the first stop shop (rather than

J1unicipal Bank) if they have a cash transaction.

of complaints received in schools, twilight training sessions were held
ling. This aimed to increase awareness of the Complaints Handling
)laints handling at the first point of contact.



Compliments and comments
Compliments and comments play a role in improving service delivery as well as complaints.

Comlliments

building standards
community learning, d
countryside and lands
education
environmental health
contact centre
housing, technical sup

housing repairs
land management
members' services
planning, strategic and
planning, applications
registration service
roads and structures
roads operations
school meals, cleaning
trading standards

and em

e

itorial services

waste
other − cycling time trials at the Commo

mmes

5 2
1
3 3
6 3
23 1
96 82

73 ,. 59

. 4 i I • L . :;'
________

2

405 ç, 32.
1
10 11

2
1

6

3
5
6
97
2
55
12
1
16
2

406

16

2

9
1
1
11
4

109
9
35
6
7

1
1

74
1
13

2
10

total ' ,643 1 489 1 629 1 293
X11 ? , ,

,
Table 17

Comments
Comments made c a n ' b k s i t i ' e , negative,or neutral − 26 negative comments were received
during 2016/17:

• One negative comriientyvas received regardig the criteria used to grant an education
maintenance allowanepayrnent. '•.

−.
• 256ga t i ve cormeñts werefrregistrat i6n'ervices, these include:

− Unable to obtain apointment to register death on same day
− trying to get appointment is ditfiàu!t, np one answering phones
− ne tp ensure people are','awareaware fhe'have to make appointment when registering a death
− appointmdnt to register adeath was frustrating, had to wait 2 days for certificate then wait for an

appointnh ' '
too many variations in opning times for offices when registering a death
having to phoe round several registration offices when trying to get a same day appointment
offices should be'1bpen on aSaturday
told to pay £10 for A i l !66'h certificate but when filling out passport form only required an
abbreviated copy − staff'lovely, shame wrong information given
fee for weekend service is extortionate and disproportionate to the weekday fee
I felt a lot of the information required when registering a death could be input into the system
prior to appointment; satisfied with how we were dealt with but it could be more efficient in terms
of time spent in the office
introduction of appointment system made the whole process quicker when registering a birth,
however staff could be a bit more friendly; I felt very uncomfortable and in the way



Appendix 4a: Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF)

Further information is available to view at:
http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/igbf
or at http://scotland.mylocalcouncil.info/
Or on Connect at:
http://connect/iaf_lgbfresults

Change over time in all indicators and for cost, satisfaction, and performance /
achievement benchmarks

Change: from baseline to 2015/16

• Over twd
• There is

improving over

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Onot improved 0 improved

dicatostiave improved over the period.
cost and satisfaction benchmarks over time, although
chmarks show marked improvement, with 84% of measures

' 1

a

(71%) of
change ir

liièvement ,t
time •

overall cost performance / satisfaction
achievement



Change over time by service area and for cost, satisfaction, and performance /
achievement benchmarks

Change: from baseline to 2015/16 − cost benchmarks
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Onot improved 0 improved

7, !!1I I J
ii ii 14

j j f •

LI' I

4.

Change: from baseline to 2015/16 − satisfaction benchmarks

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Dnot improved 0 improved

childrens corporate environmental housing adult social cultureand economic
services services services services care leisure services development

childrens corporate environmental housing adult social culture and economic
services services services services care leisure services development



Change: from baseline to 2015/16 − performance/achievement
benchmarks

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Dnot improved 0 improved

For cultural and leisure services a higher proportion of,cost measures heimproved over
time (75%) Conversely, a higler, proportion of satisfaption measures have'riot improved
(75%).
For children's services a higher propthiion of cost',measures (60%) and satisfaction
measures (100%) have not imprved' over time. Conversely 100% of
performance/achievement measure'have impro/ed over the eriod.

Changeover time in uarwons

Change In quartile positions
'1 100%

S
90% 22% 22%

80%

70%

\ 60% 30% 29%

50%

10%
12% 18%

0%

O q i 0 q 2 0 q 3 Dq4

• 52% of measures are currently in the top or second top quartile; this has improved slightly
over time (previously 51%).

chlldrens corporate environmental housing adult social culture and economic
services services services services care leisure services development

2015/16 baseline



Change over time − Best Value Assurance Report (B VAR) benchmarks

100

90

80

70

60

50

ao

30

20

10

0

Children being
looked after in the
community

− − i n c o m e due from
council tax which has
been received by the
end of the year

Pupils entering
positive destinations

People ages 65 and
over with intensive
needs receiving care
at home

Total household
waste that is
recycled

Pupils gaining five or
more awards at level
SIX

Pupils from deprived
backgrounds gaining
five or more awards
at level 6

SIDS spend on adults
as a percentage of
total social work
spend on adults

• Based on the eight (non−financial) benchmarks selected by Audit Scotland to be used as
the BVAR benchmarks, the council's performance generally shows improvement over time.

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16



Appendix 4b: Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF)
Events programme 2017/18

Event Date Time Place Key contr ibutors NLC representative

Wed 27 Sept LGBF Support ServicesSupport services 2017 1 −4pm Glasgow
contacts

Alison Meenagh

Thurs 5 Oct 10am− Zero Waste Scotland, Keep
Street cleaning 2017 1 p

− −

Stirling Scotland Beautiful Ken Forbes

Libraries Thurs 19 Oct 1 Dam− Perth SLIC! ABC group Russell Brown
2017 1pm

Social Work Chief
Wed 25 Oct Officers/IJB ChiefAdult social care 2017 1 −4pm Glasgow O f f i c e r s ! O S c ö t l a n d ! Care

lnspectoratd/ISD

Finance learning Tues 7 Nov 10am− G a s D i r e o r s o f i n a n c e Darren McDowall/Tracy
event 2017 4pm

−

g Sóbgroup
L

−

McCartney

Economic Wed 15 Nov 10am− Glasgow 4 SLAED Paul Kaned e v e l o p m e n t 2 0 1 7
−

−

1 p m

− − −

Parks and open Wed 29 Nov Full day Glasgdw Greenspace Scotland
,

John Whittaker
spaces 2017

Council tax
Thurs 8 Feb − H a l f

− − −

' IRRV Scotland

− − − −

Pa Doherty

Museums
MU21 Feb Half Glasgow! Musernis, Gl ler ies Scotland! Lu McNair

2018 day Falkirk VOCAL

Sports Wed March Half Giasgow! VOCAL S O R T A Stuart Gallagher2018 day Falkirk 4 1. ill .

Thurs 29 Half Glasgow! Scottish Housing −Housing March Day Falkirk rJw0rSHBVN!ACHO

Looked after W 1 M a ' ' H a l f Glasgow! CLc lS ! iSôc ia l Work −

children 20 8' riay F a l k i r k
− ' Scotland! Care Inspectorate

HR Wed 6 June H f f l Glasgow/ SPDS Heather Liddle2018;'T' day'! Falkirk

−

!
I , l l Pj,,,,

Ongoing links/engagementthrough key"networks
− −

−
−

I'

Service area Key contributors NLC representative

Equalities \ .
,

S C E N − Audrey Cameron! Robert Gibb
, − − − − − − . −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−I. − ' − − −

Waste Management' VWaste Managers Network Harry Morgan
− − − − −

Invoicing /SAPF Alan Wylie
−

− − − − − − − − − − − − − , − 4 i ' f l _ _
−

Trading Standards
" s ,

t SCOTSS Paul Bannister
ID IL,

Education! ADES
Robert Smith /

Positive Destinations
−

Pauline O'Neill

Environmental Health SCOTSS, REHIS Brian Whitelaw

Planning HOPS


